World Cogeneration Day Newsletter 2021 Q3.1
This newsletter includes a curated collection of top stories from www.CHP-Funder.com, World Cogeneration Day, and the global media,
showcasing the latest in Combined Heat and Power (CHP) innovation and the investors that fund cogeneration. Please get in touch if you'd like
to be a guest contributor, or if you have any feedback or tips.

Northern summertime is here, and we have seen thunderstorms, rising gas and energy bills. It is important to
share news about the opportunities for CHP’s resiliency and energy efficiency to reduce energy waste, to raise
awareness in our communities and recognize the importance of CHP and our people. You can start sharing news
about resilient and energy efficient CHP by checking out our fun, easy World Cogeneration Day celebrations.

September 4, 2021

Join us for World Cogeneration Day on
, by getting involved online today. The theme
for this year is "Resiliency in Cogeneration". We want to include you, so send us your stories
about CHP's #resilience and #reliability. Tell us about the benefits of #cogeneration, and how CHP
provides #sustainability in the 21st century. See https://linktr.ee/worldcogenerationday for details.

HELP OUR CAUSE

If you haven’t already done so, please consider making a contribution at www.WorldCogenerationDay.org Your
support as a sponsor or partner will enable us to put your company on the World Cogeneration Day website,
broaden outreach, and recognize CHP heroes! Your generous donation in any amount will fund the mission for
World Cogeneration Day celebrations. #WorldCogenetionDay
DONATE NOW

_____________________________________________________________________________________
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT CHP-FUNDER.COM and World Cogeneration Day, “Good Stuff!”... According to participants, the CHPFunder.com web platform is the most effective way to match multinational funders with qualified cogeneration and CHP projects. “World
Cogeneration Day is elevating the awareness of CHP in the world and providing recognition.”
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THE LATEST NEWS IN COMBINED HEAT AND POWER
Case study: The Energy Hub by Morris+Company

https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/specification/case-study-the-energy-hub-by-morriscompany?tkn=1

Wheeler Power Systems to Build Cat Cogeneration System Construction Equipment Guide

Wheeler Power Systems, a division of Wheeler Machinery Co., has commissioned a new 5.3
MW cogeneration system anchored by three Cat gas ...

Tecogen Receives Order for 750 kW Cogeneration System for Large Medical Center Yahoo Finance

(OTCQX: TGEN), a clean energy company providing ultra-efficient and clean on-site power, heating, and cooling
equipment, is pleased to announce an ...

INNIO goes big into hydrogen Diesel & Gas Turbine Worldwide

... renewable and waste-to-energy, industrial power generation and cogeneration/CHP (combined heat and
power), and oilfield power generation.

Met buys Bulgarian, Spanish power production units Argus Media

In a separate transaction announced in late July, Met also acquired Spanish CHP producer Cogen Energia Espana
from Norwegian energy firm ...

GE helping Taiwan boost grid with 535-MW CCGT cogeneration plant Power Engineering Magazine
A new combined cycle gas turbine power plant adding 535 MW to the Taiwanese national grid has started
commercial operations. The Chia Hut ...

RFAP offers end-to-end solutions as Asia builds up LNG infrastructure South China Morning Post

Commonly known as combined heat and power (CHP) facilities, cogeneration systems present an energy-efficient
solution to help decarbonise ...

Endurant Enters High-Tech AG Sector with $30 Million Microgrid Microgrid Knowledge

The project will include four 3.3-MW, natural gas-fired ECOMAX combined heat and power (CHP) systems built by
AB Energy USA, according to Jeff ..
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MICRO-GRIDS, NATURAL GAS, and HYDROGEN NEWS
Natural Gas Is Looking Like This Summer’s Hottest Commodity

https://www.wsj.com/articles/natural-gas-is-looking-like-this-summers-hottest-commodity11627946283?st=cu68t99m08q3fpt&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink

As Climate Concerns Rise, What Role Will Natural Gas Play?

https://kleinmanenergy.upenn.edu/podcast/as-climate-concerns-rise-what-role-will-natural-gasplay/?utm_source=Kleinman+Center+for+Energy+Policy+Communications&utm_campaign=b33fb16634EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_09_20_07_01_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_01fc9e5fef-b33fb1663459427473

Low-carbon hydrogen is not cheap and needs support, says major energy organization
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/28/low-carbon-hydrogen-not-cheap-needs-support-says-energyorganization.html

Japan’s ‘hydrogen economy’ to power the Tokyo Olympic Games (EuroNews)
When the final torch bearer lights the Olympic cauldron in the Japan National Stadium on July 23, it will mark not
only the start of the Games, but a new chapter in the country’s drive towards a sustainable future. For the first
time in the history of the Games, hydrogen is fueling both the Olympic and Paralympic Cauldrons in Tokyo and
the Olympic Torch during part of its journey through Japan. Electricity used to create the hydrogen comes from a
solar array located in the Fukushima prefecture.
Bipartisan $1T Senate infrastructure bill focuses on nuclear, carbon capture, transmission... and green
H2
"While there is much to celebrate in this product of our bipartisan efforts, more work still needs to be
done," Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del., who leads the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works, said
Monday.

Iceland's hydrogen plans advance Splash 247

HS Orka and Hydrogen Ventures Limited (H2V) have announced plans to utilize geothermal energy in Iceland to
produce green methanol from ...

GREENING THE DISTRICT HEATING SYSTEMS IN THE ENERGY COMMUNITY
HTTPS://EUSEW.EU/GREENING-DISTRICT-HEATING-SYSTEMS-ENERGY-COMMUNITY

Britain launches plan to ramp up ‘low carbon’ hydrogen capacity

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/18/britain-launches-plan-to-ramp-up-low-carbon-hydrogen-capacity.html
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UPCOMING EVENTS (please let us know of any upcoming events that we should share)

• The National Summit on CHP is scheduled
for September 13-15th, 2021.
•

The International District Energy Association (IDEA) 2021 Conference – Powering the Future:
District Energy/CHP/Microgrids is being held September 27-29th, 2021 in Austin, TX.

•

SAVE THE DATE: COGEN Europe Virtual Annual Conference (18-19 November 2021)
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